
IBM CLOUD PRIVATE

The Benefits of Cloud Behind Your Firewall

What is private cloud? A private cloud allows 
companies to customize their environments according 
to their own unique needs and based on their own 
security requirements. Private cloud leverages the 
benefits of public cloud, including rapid deployment, 
scalability, ease of use and elasticity — but can also 
offer additional capabilities such as greater control, 
increased performance, predictable cost, tighter 
security, and flexible management options.
 
• Optimize apps with the cloud

• Open data centers to work with cloud services

• Create new cloud native applications

WHY IBM CLOUD PRIVATE?

The IBM Cloud Private offering is a direct 
reflection of IBM experience in helping enterprise 
developers build cloud-native applications and 
refactoring monolithic applications. Let’s look at 
the principles that guide the IBM Cloud Private 
platform. 
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Enterprise-focused platform: The microservices 
architecture is an approach that has gained 
momentum within enterprise developer 
communities over the past few years. Many of 
the advantages of microservices come from 
resource isolation, scale up and scale down, and 
lightweight, portable movement of applications 
workloads. However, as the number of 
microservices constituting an application grows, 
management and overhead become more 
complex. Developers need to discover existing 
services to avoid duplication while administrators 
need to ensure that they can monitor and secure 
the environment. IBM Cloud Private is designed 
to adhere to the best practices of building with 
microservices from engagements with developers 
in the IBM Bluemix Garage.

Taking a closer look at how IBM is delivering this 
set of capabilities in a private cloud platform, we 
deliver a choice of open-source application 
runtimes, consistent with IBM public cloud 
offering—Kubernetes and containers or Cloud 
Foundry technology.



IBM OFFERS A NUMBER OF DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES ALONG
WITH A CORE SET OF MANAGEMENT SERVICES.

CONTROL & SECURITY

Meet strict needs with more 
resource control & data isolation.

SPEED & SCALABILITY

Quickly deploy & scale resources 
to meet fluctuating demands.

END-TO-END DEVELOPMENT

Build and test in a protected 
environment that mirrors the 

production environment.

PRIVATE CLOUD BENEFITS

Founded in 1974, Ciber partners with organizations to develop technology strategies and solutions that deliver 
tangible business value. As an IBM Platinum Business Partner and IBM Beacon Award winner, Ciber provides our 
customers with products, support, consulting services and integration for IBM technologies.
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Customers can choose the prescriptive development approach of Cloud Foundry, or the more 
customizable and portable approach of Kubernetes and Docker Containers. Consistency with the IBM 
public cloud gives clients a choice of deployment models across the lifecycle of their workload and a 
more consistent management experience as the workload evolves and matures. 

Along with the application runtime frameworks, IBM delivers a core set of management services for 
these frameworks and the applications being developed on top. Some examples of the management 
services include logging, monitoring, access control and event management. Clients can use these 
management tools integrated with the platform out-of-the-box. These are tools frequently used by 
enterprise clients today and leverage existing skills. If needed, these tools can be integrated with 
enterprise instantiations, so that the management needs are operationalized from one location. 
 
Perhaps one of the most beneficial aspects of the IBM Cloud Private platform are the application 
services that move innovation from idea to reality. IBM Cloud Private includes services for data, 
messaging, Java, integration, blockchain, DevOps, analytics, and others. These services are crucial for 
enterprise application creation, and with IBM Cloud Private, they can be deployed rapidly and ready to 
accelerate your ideas.

KUBERNETES-BASED
CONTAINER PLATFORM

Industry-leading container
orchestration platform across
private, dedicated & hybrid clouds

COMMON SERVICES

To simplify hybrid automation,
integration, management and
developer experience

CLOUD FOUNDRY

For rapid application development
and deployment

IBM MIDDLEWARE, DATA
& ANALYTICS SERVICES

Cloud enabled middleware,
databases & analytics to leverage
& optimize current investments


